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This addendum updates the results presented in Ref. \[[@CR1]\] and in Ref. \[[@CR2]\] after including the most recent $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Tables [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} collect the updated results for the most prominent LFUV NP scenarios. These tables (updated using March 2020 data) supersede the ones presented in in Ref. \[[@CR1]\], i.e. Tabs. I, II and III, respectively. A discussion on the most relevant NP scenarios can be found in Ref. \[[@CR1]\]. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} provide a graphical account of the most remarkable results.

Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} collects the updated NP scenarios combining LFUV and LFU, thus superseding the results presented in Ref. \[[@CR1]\] (Table V) and those presented in Ref. \[[@CR2]\]. Among the scenarios presented in this table, we find one of the most significant solutions in terms of sigmas (scenario 8) as can also be seen in Figs. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 2Left: impact of favoured NP scenarios on the observable $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We observe an excellent consistency between the previous and the new data. This is a remarkable fact since almost 50 angular observables have been updated in the most recent LHCb collaboration analysis with uncertainty reductions of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Following this increased consistency, there are two particularly positive features of the new data: On the one hand, only one of the anomalous bins in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In the future, we expect more data not only to reduce the uncertainties on the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In conclusion, we see that the recent update of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Appendix: Correlations among fit parameters {#Sec5}
===========================================

In addition to the confidence regions provided for the various scenarios in this article, we display here the correlation matrices among the Wilson coefficients for the most interesting NP scenarios including the data available in March 2020.

Correlation matrices of fits to LFUV NP {#Sec6}
---------------------------------------

Following the same ordering for the correlation matrices as in Appendix A1 of Ref. \[[@CR1]\], we find for the updated analysis:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \text {Corr}(\mathcal {C}_{9\mu }^\text {NP},\mathcal {C}_{10\mu }^\text {NP})= & {} \begin{pmatrix} 1.00&{}0.24\\ 0.24&{}1.00 \end{pmatrix}\\ \text {Corr}(\mathcal {C}_{9\mu }^\text {NP},\mathcal {C}_{9'\mu })= & {} \begin{pmatrix} 1.00&{}-0.35\\ -0.35&{}1.00 \end{pmatrix}\\ \text {Corr}(\mathcal {C}_{9\mu }^\text {NP},\mathcal {C}_{10'\mu })= & {} \begin{pmatrix} 1.00&{}0.32\\ 0.32&{}1.00 \end{pmatrix}\\ \text {Corr}(\mathcal {C}_{9\mu }^\text {NP},\mathcal {C}_{9e}^\text {NP})= & {} \begin{pmatrix} 1.00&{}0.47\\ 0.47&{}1.00 \end{pmatrix}\\ \text {Corr}(\mathcal {C}_{9\mu }^\text {NP}= & {} -\mathcal {C}_{9'\mu },\mathcal {C}_{10\mu }^\text {NP}=\mathcal {C}_{10'\mu })= \begin{pmatrix} 1.00&{}-0.18\\ -0.18&{}1.00 \end{pmatrix}\\ \text {Corr}(\mathcal {C}_{9\mu }^\text {NP},\mathcal {C}_{9'\mu }= & {} -\mathcal {C}_{10'\mu })= \begin{pmatrix} 1.00&{}-0.32\\ -0.32&{}1.00 \end{pmatrix} \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$The last two matrices correspond to Hyp. 1 and Hyp. 5 in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}.

Regarding the 6D fit of Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"},$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \text {Corr}_\text {6D}= \begin{pmatrix} 1.00&{}-0.33&{}-0.06&{}0.04&{}0.04&{}0.01\\ -0.33&{}1.00&{}0.21&{}-0.04&{}0.02&{}0.22\\ -0.06&{}0.21&{}1.00&{}-0.12&{}0.53&{}0.52\\ 0.04&{}-0.04&{}-0.12&{}1.00&{}-0.14&{}-0.07\\ 0.04&{}0.02&{}0.53&{}-0.14&{}1.00&{}0.83\\ 0.01&{}0.22&{}0.52&{}-0.07&{}0.83&{}1.00 \end{pmatrix} \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where the columns in the matrix above are organized as in the analogous matrix in Appendix A1 of Ref. \[[@CR1]\].
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### Correlation matrices of fits to LFUV-LFU NP {#Sec7}

We also provide the correlations between fit parameters of scenarios 5--11 from Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}, in that order:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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It can also be modified by contributions to scalar or pseudoscalar NP contributions, as well as by NP contributions with an imaginary part, but we do not consider such hypotheses among our NP scenarios.

The original article can be found online at 10.1140/epjc/s10052-019-7216-3
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